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Under my hotel balcony stood five Ethiopians, each with
something to sell. Two of them wore the white high-
collared shirt and jodhpurs traditional to Shoa, with the
ancient white shamma thrown idly over one shoulder. On
the other three were the type of khaki tunic and jodhpurs
which I had noticed on my interpreter Joseph in the train.
The Shoans, he told me, had been buying khaki for
camouflage against planes throughout 1935. Importers
of " abujidid " or cotton sheeting, Japan's leading export
to Ethiopia, were advised by the Emperor to buy all the
Khaki Abujidid that they could.
" Light and Peace/3 the Emperor's paper, advised khaki
in innumerable issues. Such priests as were capable of
exegesis quoted biblical texts in support of khaki to their
parishioners—" Hide thee in the earth. . . ."
From the street beyond the hotel wall, with a startling
rasp, came an African voice, followed by the soft but
unusually rhythmical pad of many bare feet, with the flat-
soled echo of a slipper bringing up the rear. " Gra-K.cn,"
it said ; " gra— gra—gra-ken-gra ! " Over the wall
black heads bobbed sympathetically,, for " Gra " means
left and " Ken'" means right.
A swart corporal of the Imperial Guard, in almost
British uniform save that his cap carried for badge the top-
heavy Solomonion crown and his buttons the Lion of
Judah, and that his feet were nude, instructed the employees
of the General Post Office and the Radio in the art of
marching straight, the mystery of fours.
The Ethiopians have never marched to battle in anything
like order, though they both fight and camp under a
certain discipline. Their favourite formation in movement
is the bee-line, and though they march at great speed
their moments of progress from one point to another are
those when they are least amenable to military control.
The Emperor was determined to reduce Shoa, at least, to
discipline. It was his misfortune that he had neither the
time nor the expert European advice available to carry
their instruction further—or, indeed, as far.
And so it happened that the corporal used the narrow
tarmac street in front of my hotel to teach the G.P.O.
employees how to meet the Italians. Not to bemuse them

